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Skill Challenges 
Goals 

The concept of the skill challenge, as introduced in D&D 4th edition, is a 
brilliant way of creating non-combat encounters that let characters face 
interesting challenges, invite creative problem solving, and develop and make 
the most of aspects of character growth beyond the ability to kill things. 
Unfortunately, the system as outlined in 4E is not without its problems: In 
addition to being somewhat restrictive, it can leave non-skill-oriented 
characters feeling like a detriment to the party (or at best, exclude them; this is 
especially important when the 4E skill challenge is ported to other game 
systems that have greater imbalance in skills between characters). And while it 
can be a great catalyst for roleplaying and problem-solving, it doesn’t, in itself, 
capture the sort of tension that makes combat scenes so compelling. 

The goal of this system is to build on the 4E concept, retaining its strengths 
while also: 

• Creating a non-combat encounter system that provides tension and 
uncertainty of outcome while requiring player problem-solving, 
creativity, and use of character mechanics 

• Engaging all players and ensuring that all players have the potential for 
positive contribution 

• Ensuring that players feel they are using their characters’ abilities to 
solve problems, rather than hunting for a hidden, pre-defined set of 
actions 

Overview 
A skill challenge is an encounter, or component of an encounter, that pits the 
player characters against a non-combat challenge and requires creative problem 
solving, a touch of strategy, and a number of skill checks to overcome. 

As a general rule, when a skill challenge begins, the GM tells the players that 
they are entering a skill challenge, and gives them a sense of what’s at stake—in 
other words, what the potential consequences of success and failure are. Those 
consequences can evolve over the course of the skill challenge, so this initial 
knowledge might not tell the whole story. 

The GM prepares for the skill challenge by defining those consequences, along 
with two potential turning points that might change things along the way. 
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As the skill challenge unfolds, the players determine a general strategy for their 
approach, and decide among themselves how they will approach the challenge. 
The challenge unfolds in three cycles. In each cycle, each player character 
describes his or her actions, and makes a skill check based on this action. 
Success advances the party’s efforts to overcome the challenge; exceptionally 
strong successes count even more. Between cycles, the circumstances may 
change, and the difficulty of the skill check DCs usually goes up. 

At the end of three cycles, if the heroes have obtained a sufficient level of 
success, they overcome the challenge. 

Beans 
The players’ objective in a skill challenge, mechanically speaking, is to attain a 
prescribed number of “beans” over the course of the challenge. The total 
number of beans determines whether the player characters succeed. The 
number of beans attained in a single cycle can affect the turning point between 
that cycle and the next. 

A bean is a measure of positive result. A successful challenge-related skill check 
results in the party gaining a bean. Furthermore, a given skill check generates 
an additional bean for every 5 points by which the DC is exceeded. 

The number of beans required to succeed in a skill challenge is the only variable 
relating to how hard it is (don’t try to make the skill challenge easier or harder 
by adjusting the number of cycles or the base DC). For a standard skill 
challenge (equal in level or CR to the PCs’ level): 

Beans required = 2 x the number of characters, plus 2 

Thus, for a four-character party, the players need to attain 10 beans to succeed 
in the skill challenge. For a five-character party, that total is 12 beans. 

You can increase or decrease the CR or level of the skill challenge by changing 
the number of beans required. 

• For an easy skill challenge (CR or level is 2 less than party level): 1 x the 
number of characters, plus 1 

• For a difficult skill challenge (CR or level is 2 higher than party level): 3 x 
the number of characters, plus 3 

Altering the CR or level by more than 2 does not generally result in a very 
satisfying encounter. 
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Cycles and Turning Points 
A cycle is one round of checks, with each player making one skill check related 
to the skill challenge (a “challenge-related check”). A cycle is not a fixed period 
of time: it might be a single combat round, an hour, or a day, or longer (or a 
variable amount of time), depending on how the skill challenge is framed. Over 
the course of a cycle, each player makes one challenge-related check. (You 
might also have unrelated skill checks, as well as other types of rolls, occurring 
during the cycle, depending on the timeframe and other activities occurring in 
the encounter.) 

Between the first and second cycle, and again between the second and third 
cycle, is a turning point. The circumstances change somewhat at each turning 
point, based in part on how the skill challenge was designed, and in part on 
how many beans the players attained in the preceding cycle (note that this isn’t 
the same thing as the total number of beans attained so far during the 
challenge). 

At the end of the third cycle, in addition to overall success or failure, the GM 
may determine that an additional result applies, based on the number of beans 
attained during the third cycle. 

Because of this, and because the DCs of challenge-related checks get harder 
over the course of the challenge, players may want to apply a little strategy to 
their approach. Do they want to invest their best skills (and any limited skill-
aiding resources) in the early cycles, maximizing their overall bean count for the 
best odds of succeeding in the challenge? Or do they save their resources and 
best skills for the last cycle, hoping to gain a bonus result that furthers their 
overall aims? 

Making Skill Checks 
A skill challenge generally does not rely on a set of prescribed skills; the players 
can use any skill they like, so long as GM agrees that the skill in question is 
appropriate to the action the character is attempting. In this regard, the player 
and GM agree on the skill used just as they do with any other skill check. 

Players will often look for unexpected ways to overcome the skill challenge, 
generally as they seek to apply their best skills to the effort. That’s fine. In fact, 
creative use of skills is a big part of what makes the skill challenge interesting to 
both the players and the GM. Player actions must be reasonable, of course, but 
players should never feel that they’re hunting for the “right” skill to solve the 
challenge. They should be looking for ways to use the tools they have—their 
strong skills—to reach their objective. 
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Generally, a given skill may be used only once per cycle, though the GM may 
allow the duplication of a skill if the players’ actions differ significantly from 
one another (generally, this calls for a penalty; see Skill Check DCs, below). 
Furthermore, a player may not use the same skill more than twice in challenge-
related checks over the entire challenge. 

As with “normal” skill checks, players can opt to aid another or to make ability 
score checks if these better fit their described actions. 

Non-Challenge Checks 
Depending on the nature of the skill challenge, players may have opportunities 
(or the need) to make other skill checks not related to the skill challenge. Such 
skill checks cannot directly affect any challenge-related check (by providing a 
bonus to that check, for example), but they might change the circumstances of 
future challenge-related checks, allowing (for example) for different skills to be 
used. 

Aid Another 
When one character attempts to aid another on a challenge-related skill check, 
that aid another attempt counts as the character’s challenge-related skill check 
for the cycle. The aid another attempt does not generate any beans, regardless 
of how successful it is. It does, as normal, give the other player a +2 bonus to 
her result, which might enable her success—or push her result total high 
enough to gain an additional bean. 

Order of Checks 
Generally speaking, the players may take their actions and make their checks in 
any order they like, based on their decisions on how to approach the 
circumstances of the challenge. The exception to this might be skill challenges 
presented as part of a combat encounter, during which the players are acting in 
initiative order. In such cases, the players make their challenge-related skill 
checks as part of their actions, just as they would with any other skill check. 
(And, just as with other actions in initiative, players can delay or ready to adjust 
the timing of their turns—and hence their challenge-related checks.) 

Skill Check DCs 
The DCs for challenge-related skill checks are generally easy, but they get 
harder over the course of the challenge. To determine the base DC: 

• For 4th Edition D&D, use easy DCs from page 42 of the DMG 

• For the d20 System, the base DC is 10 plus the CR of the skill challenge 
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The base DC is the “standard” DC for the first cycle of the skill challenge. The 
DCs get harder as the challenge progresses, however: 

• In the first cycle, use the base DC 

• In the second cycle, increase the DCs to base DC + 2 

• In the second cycle, increase the DCs to base DC + 4 

Players will naturally attempt to apply their strongest skills to the skill 
challenge. That’s OK; after all, who doesn’t try to play to their strengths, in the 
real world as well as in games? It’s up to the GM to decide if a given action 
makes sense as a solution (in whole or in contribution) to the skill challenge, 
and to rule on the appropriate skill to be used. That said, as a general guideline, 
adjust DCs as follows: 

• For a skill that’s a stretch for the action being described, increase the DC 
by 2. (This is up to the GM; obviously, don’t allow the use of skills that 
don’t fit.) 

• For a skill that’s a “slam dunk” fit, not just to the action described but 
also to the nature of the skill challenge, decrease the DC by 2. Don’t 
overuse this option, but don’t be too stingy with it either—if a character 
is strong in just the perfect skill, there’s nothing wrong with rewarding 
that player with what amounts, mechanically, to about half a bean. 

Finally, remember that the “GM’s little helper” (a +2 or –2 modifier, based on 
special circumstances or how the player approaches the skill check) is 
appropriate during skill challenges just as it is during any other skill check. If 
the GM is allowing the second use of a given skill in a single cycle, the –2 
penalty should almost always apply. 

Exceptional Bean Counts 
In any given cycle, achieving a number of beans equal to half the skill 
challenge’s total requirement is an exceptional bean count. (In other words, if a 
total of 12 beans are required to succeed in the skill challenge, the heroes 
achieve an exceptional bean count in any cycle in which they gain 6 or more 
beans.) It’s possible to achieve an exceptional bean count on two or even all 
three cycles. 

Generally, an exceptional bean count provides some sort of positive 
consequence going into the next cycle. In the third cycle, an exceptional bean 
count improves the final outcome of the overall skill challenge. 

Because the skill check DCs are lower in the earlier cycles, players will be 
tempted to use their best skills, and perhaps other resources, to generate great 
results and exceptional bean counts in those cycles. But they’ll want to balance 
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that against the benefit of achieving an exceptional bean count in the third 
cycle, which will give them a better overall result from the skill challenge. 

Preparing For a Skill Challenge 
To present a skill challenge, the GM needs to have the following prepared: 

• The conflict underlying the challenge, and the consequences of failure 
and of success. In other words, what’s going on, and why it matters to 
the heroes. 

• An initial circumstance that has a mechanical effect (this is optional, but 
adds flavour to the challenge) 

• A plot twist for the first turning point, and a benefit for an exceptional 
bean count in the first cycle that applies to the second cycle 

• A plot twist for the second turning point, and a benefit for an exceptional 
bean count in the second cycle that applies to the third cycle 

• A benefit for an exceptional bean count in the third cycle that increases 
the positive result for succeeding in the skill challenge 

Underlying Conflict and Consequences 
The conflict and consequences simply define what the skill challenge is about, 
but they warrant a little attention. In particular, it’s important to clearly define 
what happens as a result of both success and failure. Whereas a failed combat 
encounter ends in PC death—or at the very least, an inability to get to the next 
room in dungeon without repeating the encounter—the consequences of a 
failed skill challenge are usually less clear-cut. It’s important to define exactly 
what will happen if the heroes fail in the skill challenge. 

It’s equally important to ensure that failure isn’t a game-ender. If success is 
necessary to unseal the portal into the dungeon, that’s a bad consequence; the 
players must succeed or the adventure is over. If success is necessary to gain 
surprise against a powerful opponent on the other side of the portal, that’s a bit 
better. Success gives the players a meaningful benefit and failure is a setback 
that will cost them—but the game goes on. 

Initial Circumstance 
Just as a clever GM thinks about the setting of a combat encounter, creating 
appropriate and interesting opponents, terrain, and set dressing, a skill 
challenge needs the same attention. Circumstances which encourage players to 
come up with interesting solutions, or to work together, make the skill 
challenge interesting. 
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Plot Twists and Exceptional Bean Counts 
A plot twist occurs at each turning point. Additionally, if the heroes have 
attained an exceptional bean count during the cycle (not skill challenge overall), 
they gain a benefit that applies to the next cycle. If the exceptional bean count is 
reached in the third cycle, the benefit is more lasting, as it affects the outcome of 
the entire skill challenge. 

A plot twist is simply a change in circumstances that gives the players 
something to react to. A change in the terrain or weather conditions, a new 
tactic employed by an opponent, or a previously unknown adversary entering 
the scene are all examples. The idea is to give the players a reason to rethink 
initial strategy and keep the challenge dynamic and its outcome uncertain. 

Benefits from exceptional bean counts are similar to plot twists—perhaps an 
ally unexpectedly aids the heroes, or the terrain or weather turns in their favor. 
Generally speaking, such a benefit should not counteract the plot twist—or if it 
does, it should be more limited in scope. 

Benefits at the end of the first and second cycle apply only to events in the next 
cycle. Generally, they shouldn’t be the sort of thing that improves the overall 
outcome of the skill challenge. Only the benefit for achieving an exceptional 
bean count in the third cycle should have an effect that lasts beyond the skill 
challenge itself. 

Wrapping Up the Skill Challenge 
Once the skill challenge is over, the adventure continues in the direction 
outlined by the predetermined consequences. Don’t forget, of course, that 
future events may also be shaped by things that happened along the way—
NPCs might be influenced by the characters’ actions (and skill check results) 
over the course of the challenge, non-challenge-related skill checks (and 
combat) might have affected the players’ circumstances, and so on. Just like a 
combat or purely roleplaying encounter, the skill challenge doesn’t occur in a 
vacuum. 

If the players achieved an exceptional bean count in the third cycle, they should 
see an additional, perhaps unexpected, benefit from their performance in the 
skill challenge. It’s possible (though not likely) that the players could do so even 
while failing in the skill challenge overall. Whether the benefit applies in this 
case depends on the nature of the benefit. 

 


